
THE THEME OF THE DESIRE TO SUPPRESS FEELINGS IN

SHAKESPEARES A MIDSUMMER NIGHTS DREAM

The Play: A Midsummer Night s Dream, by William Shakespeare offers a wonderful contrast in human mentality.
Shakespeare provides insight into man s .

This arrangement, according to the Fathers, symbolized John's remark in the Gospels on beholding Christ: "He
must increase, but I must decrease. He concluded that poets should be allowed to depict things which do not
exist but derive from popular belief. As is obvious in his choice of words, Egeus views his daughter as little
more than an object that he feels he can command as he sees fit. Among his adventures were the slaying of the
Minotaur in the maze where the youth of Athens had been trapped, and being trapped himself in the
underworld by Hades until he was rescued by Hercules, who was there on the last of the twelve labors he had
to do as penance for having killed his wife and children. Titania points out how their ongoing arguments and
mutual jealousy have brought ill weather to the world for months, and Oberon counters that things might be
settled if she would just give him the young attendant to be his servant. Nick Bottom, who is playing the main
role of Pyramus, is over-enthusiastic and wants to dominate others by suggesting himself for the characters of
Thisbe, the Lion, and Pyramus at the same time. Philostrate says that he saw the tradesmen rehearsing, and
that, though it is a sad story, he never laughed so hard. He viewed Oberon as angry with the "caprices" [31] of
his queen, but unable to anticipate that her charmed affections would be reserved for a weaver with a donkey's
head. These take us back to a still earlier time, when animals were brought in from the pasture at the beginning
of winter, with a slaughter of those that couldn't be kept to feed, and when they were let out again at the
beginning of spring. When Theseus wants to talk Hermia into marrying Demtrius, he uses the image of a rose
to show her how a woman should cope with her passionate feelings: THESEUS: But earthlier happy is the
rose distilled Than that which, withering on the virgin thorn, Grows, lives, and dies in single blessedness. The
worldview of Theseus and Hippolyta, for example, is marked by benevolence. He also argued that Theseus
was one of the "heroic men of action" [36] so central to Shakespeare's theatrical works. However, she is
convinced that her two suitors are mocking her, as neither loved her originally. The fairies in this play live in
the real world but are invisible to the eyes of mortals, with the exception of Nick Bottom. Public theaters
varied in shape circular, octagonal, square , yet their purpose was the same: to surround a playing area in such
a way as to accommodate a large number of paying spectators. Wake when some vile thing is near. He is in
love with Hermia, who is also in love with him. Titania wakes up and, seeing Bottom, immediately falls in
love with him. The title page of Q1 states that the play was "sundry times publickely acted" prior to  One
common type of Classical myth deals with a "dying god," as he's called now, a male figure who is killed when
still a youth, and whose blood stains a white flower and turns it red or purple. Lysander shifts his affections
from the "raven" Hermia to the "dove" Helena 2. But it would take a sensitive soul indeed to run in fear from
Bottom and Titania. Kehler notes he was the husband of famous Shakespearean scholar Mary Cowden Clarke.
In grief, he kills himself. When Hermia is angered about losing Lysander, Helena thinks that her anger is a
part of the larger conspiracy to mock her. And fairies are of this sort, as are pigmies and the extraordinary
effects of magick. According to Oberon, Cupid was an inhabitant of this wood, and had shot his erotic arrow
at the "imperial votaress," but it glanced off her and fell on a white flower, turning it red. Bottom is the one
mortal character in the play who can see and hear the fairies. In the end, the disputes between those in
authority and those they should control are settled with good humor. The most stable relationship in the play is
between the couple whose wedding anchors the plot: Theseus and Hippolyta.


